Permission to republish for my dissertation
2 messages

Ipar Ferhat <ipar@vt.edu>                      Mon, May 18, 2015 at 6:17 PM
To: heatherb@aiaa.org

Dear Heather Brennan,

I am completing a doctoral dissertation at Virginia Polytechnic and State University entitled "Development and Application of Modern Optimal Controllers for a Membrane Structure Using Vector Second Order Form". I would like your permission to use some of the materials from my following conference and journal papers published by AIAA.

1) "Modern Control Design for A Membrane with Bimorph Actuators". Presented AIAA SDM Conference 2013. 

2) "LQR Using Second Order Vector Form for a Membrane with Bimorph Actuators". Presented at SciTech Forum 2015.

DOI:10.2514/1.J053438

I would appreciate your guidance on how to get permission.

Sincerely,

Ipar Ferhat

Heather Brennan <HeatherB@aiaa.org>                      Tue, May 19, 2015 at 9:31 AM
To: Ipar Ferhat <ipar@vt.edu>

Dear Ipar,

Thank you for your reprint permission request. AIAA grants permission for you to reprint material from your AIAA conference and journals papers as part of your dissertation. Please identify portions of text, figures, tables, etc., that are being reprinted and note in the text or footnotes, as appropriate that the material is reprinted by permission of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. Fully cite each source in your reference list.
Ipar Ferhat <ipar@vt.edu>

To: Copyright <copyright@asme.org>

Mon, May 18, 2015 at 5:56 PM

Dear Sir/Madam,


I would appreciate your guidance on how to get permission.

Sincerely,

Ipar Ferhat

Beth Darchi <DarchiB@asme.org>

To: Ipar Ferhat <ipar@vt.edu>

Wed, May 20, 2015 at 4:34 PM

Dear Prof. Ferhat,

It is our pleasure to grant you permission to publish any part or all of the ASME paper “LQG Control and Robustness Study for a Prestressed Membrane With Bimorph Actuators,” by Ipar Ferhat and Cornel Sultan, Paper No. DETC2014-34050, as cited in your letter in a doctoral dissertation entitled Development and Application of Modern Optimal Controllers for a Membrane Structure Using Vector Second Order Form to be published by Virginia Polytechnic and State University.

Permission is granted for the specific use as stated herein and does not permit further use of the materials without proper authorization. Proper attribution must be made to the author(s) of the materials. Please note: if any or all of the figures and/or Tables are of another source, permission should be granted from that outside source or include the reference of the original source. ASME does not grant permission for outside source material that may be referenced in the ASME works.

As is customary, we request that you ensure proper acknowledgment of the exact sources of this material, the authors, and ASME as original publisher. Acknowledgment must be retained on all pages printed and distributed.
Many thanks for your interest in ASME publications.

Sincerely,

Beth Darchi
Publishing Administrator
ASME
2 Park Avenue, 6th Floor
New York, NY 10016-5990
Tel 1.212.591.7700
darchib@asme.org